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“As someone who grew up across a broad range
of schools, I have seen firsthand the problems
that come with a lack of diversity among
faculty. Today, even at many institutions that
pride themselves on their diverse student
body, faculty diversity is often overlooked
and underserved. The efforts of the IRT to
rectify this growing problem are of the utmost
importance to students, specifically those of
color, across the nation.”

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Phillips Academy’s Institute for

Faculty Diversity as a Driving Force
for Institutional Equity

Recruitment of Teachers (IRT)
empowers talented underserved and
underrepresented future educators
to teach and serve as leaders
in American education because
diversity is essential to excellence.

The above quote, from Phillips Academy 11th-grader and IRT Advisory Board
member Akhil Rajan, echoes the sentiments of so many student activists across
the American educational landscape who are bravely calling on schools, colleges,
and universities to redress the longstanding lack of diversity among teachers and school leaders. Akhil’s
words fortify the institute’s belief that rigorously trained, well-qualified teachers, scholars, and leaders of
color—and others wholly committed to diversity—represent a vanguard of educators who dare to transform
the landscape of education through their social justice–focused teaching, scholarship, and activism.
During the past 25 years, 900 IRT alumni have attained master’s degrees; 290 have completed PhD degrees;
28 are tenured faculty at institutions such as the University of Virginia, Brown University, MIT, and New York
University; and an additional 100 are on tenure track. Today, IRT alumni are represented on the teaching
faculties and administrations of 116 colleges and universities, and numerous K–12 schools.
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Central to the goals and initiatives of the IRT’s strategic plan, IRT Vision 2020, are student engagement
and alumni partnership. In November, we hired longtime educators Dr. Gay Lemons as Arts and Sciences
Programs specialist, and Laura Guido as operations coordinator. We also launched the IRT Alumni Recruiters
network, which quickly expanded to nearly 40 alumni covering more than 50 colleges and universities.
This spring, we look forward to cohosting a regional professional networking event in Boston with
Dr. Christopher Vick, IRT ’03.
We thank you for your support of the IRT and hope that we can continue to count on you as we move boldly
forward. To make a gift, please visit irt.andover.edu/donate.
Warmest wishes for a happy and healthy 2016!
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Asabe W. Poloma

ALUMNI PROFILE
DR. CHRISTOPHER VICK, IRT ’03
Expanding College Access and Creating
the Next Generation of Leaders
For the past 13 years, it has been my honor and joy to serve as coordinator of the African-American
Latino Scholars Program (AALSP) at Brookline (Mass.) High School. The AALSP provides academic
acceleration and cultural enrichment to high achieving students of color and has created a robust
college-bound and academically driven culture among black and Latino pupils.
As the leader of this program, I have been privileged to watch it grow exponentially. The AALSP
started 15 years ago as a monthly affinity group offering 20 students a chance to talk about their
experiences as students of color attending a majority white school. With time, I have been able to
facilitate and manage the evolution of the program into what it is now: a comprehensive wraparound experience that includes daily grade-level seminars and provides a plethora of scholastic
supports to more than 110 young people each year.
In developing and delivering the AALSP curriculum, I focus on a simple and central narrative.
The history of people of color in America is rich with examples of intellectual giants who have
been compelled to overcome in order to achieve. Thus, students come to see that they too have the
ability to reach lofty intellectual heights if they work together and give their best effort. Data show
the program has been successful in helping students internalize that message. As a result of the
program, BHS has dramatically increased the number of students of color who enroll in AP courses,
qualify for the National Honor Society, and attend the nation’s most selective colleges.

“Growing up in Baltimore City,
I had been blessed to have
wonderful teachers who shared
my ethnic background and were
deeply invested in my success.
This continued at Morehouse,
where I was fortunate to again
have many teachers of color
who challenged me to grow as
a thinker and a professional.
For this reason, my career path
was obvious. I was certain that
I wanted to provide for young
people, particularly of color, the
opportunities that I had been
privileged to enjoy.”

You can contact Dr. Vick at
christopher_vick@brookline.k12.ma.us.
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I am incredibly proud of this work—and I know that I have the Institute for Recruitment of
Teachers to thank for the opportunity to do it. Although I knew that I wanted to teach, I had no
idea how to traverse the graduate school application process, much less how to select or finance a
master’s degree program. For this reason, I am more than thankful for the recruiter who introduced
me to the IRT as a college junior in 2002 and encouraged me to apply. I was fortunate to be selected
as an associate in 2003.
My IRT experience set me on the trajectory to a doctorate and the opportunity to do the work
I enjoy now. I was expertly guided through the maze of the graduate school application process.
The IRT helped me greatly in writing my statement of purpose, preparing for the GRE, and ultimately
selecting Simmons College as my best match. Participating in Recruiters’ Weekend was a particularly
memorable experience. Interfacing with representatives from a host of great colleges as well as
other members of the IRT community was invigorating. That weekend—and the IRT experience as a
whole—empowered me and let me know that I could access tremendous support on my journey to
graduate school and eventually the classroom.
I continue to be appreciative of my IRT experience. My master’s degree from Simmons and
doctorate from Boston College were enabled by the program’s guidance and support. In my
professional role, I consistently endeavor to pay forward the many benefits I received. As leader of the
AALSP, I am able to work toward institutional equity and help mold the next generation of intellectual
giants. It is complex, exciting, and ultimately rewarding work. It is work that is made even more
enriching as I enter a season in my professional life where I see my former students finishing college
and starting careers in education on their own.
Without fail, I push every young person I work with to pursue an IRT experience. I have been
overjoyed to see a number of them taking advantage of the program and using the IRT’s assistance to
pursue advanced degrees. I know the IRT will be transformative for them in the same way it was for me.

ACCOLADES & MILESTONES
IRT Alumni Publications

Jennifer Johnson, IRT ’03, joined the history department at Brown University in fall 2015 after teaching at
City University of New York for the past five years.

Alejandro Velasco, IRT ’99,
had his first book, Barrio Rising:
Urban Popular Politics and the
Making of Modern Venezuela,
published by the University of
California Press in July 2015.
A current IRT Advisory Board
member, Velasco is an associate
professor at New York University’s Gallatin School of
Individualized Study.

Ana Perez, IRT ’04, is an assistant professor at
Minnesota State University, Mankato. Perez completed
PhD studies at the University of Maryland College Park;
her research interests examine the intersections of
racial identity, color consciousness, and beauty among
Mexican American women.
Darius Johnson, IRT ’13, is a doctoral student
of curriculum, instruction, and teacher education
at Michigan State University. This past summer, he
was a 2015 Southern Education Foundation Fellow
and worked on the Eradicating the School-to-Prison
Pipeline (E-SToPP) based in Miami, Florida. Johnson
was responsible for conducting intensive research,
organization, communications, and analysis for the
Positive Peer Leadership Mentoring program at MiamiDade Regional Juvenile Detention Center and the Turner
Guilford Knight Correctional Center. He worked directly
with youth impacted by incarceration, including those
who have been suspended or expelled from school and
those reentering school following expulsion.
Augustin DeLagente, IRT ’06, is a Hispanic
Scholarship Fund (HSF) Scholar. The HSF empowers
Latino families with the knowledge and resources
to successfully complete higher education, while
providing scholarships and support services to as many
exceptional Hispanic American students as possible.
DeLagente is currently pursuing a doctorate in teaching,
language, and culture at Claremont Graduate University.
Elizabeth Gil, IRT ’11, was named to the Steering
Committee of Alliances for Graduate Education and the
Professoriate at Michigan State University for 2015–2016.

Í

Karin Garber and Tristan Striker (pictured
above), both IRT ’08, were married this past summer.
They incorporated Dutch, Korean, and Jewish elements
in their ceremony. Garber is wearing a traditional
Korean “hanbok” dress.
Nhi Nguyen, IRT ’11, is assistant director at the
McKeen Center for the Common Good at Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine. She also is engaged and
planning a summer wedding. Congratulations!
Desmond Delk, IRT ’08, successfully defended his
dissertation, titled “An Examination of the Practices
and Experiences of Physical Education Teachers of
English Language Learners.” Delk earned a PhD degree
in kinesiology and became assistant professor of
physical education and health at Langston University in
Oklahoma this past fall.
Monica Martinez, IRT ’05, was awarded the 2015
Constance Rourke Prize for best article published
in American Quarterly for her piece, “Recuperating
Histories of Violence in the Americas: Vernacular
History-Making on the U.S.-Mexico Border.” Martinez
is an assistant professor in the American Studies
department at Brown University.
Reginald Wilburn, IRT ’98, received the John T.
Shawcross Award for chapter 4 (“Of Might and Men:
Milton, Frederick Douglass, and Resistant Masculinity as
Existential Geography”) of his book, Preaching the Gospel
of Black Revolt. Wilburn is an associate professor of
English at the University of New Hampshire.

Elizabeth Gil, IRT ’11, past
faculty of the IRT’s summer
workshop, published a chapter
for The Race Controversy in
American Education, titled “A
Racial Opportunity Cost Analysis
of Charter Schools and Parental
Involvement.” The two-volume
work was published by Praeger, an
imprint of ABC-CLIO, LLC. Gil is a doctoral student
at Michigan State University’s College of Education.
Uri McMillan, IRT ’02, is
assistant professor of English,
African American studies, and
gender studies at the University
of California–Los Angeles.
His book, Embodied Avatars:
Genealogies of Black Feminist Art
and Performance, was published
by NYU Press.
Bettina Judd, IRT ’04, past
faculty of the IRT’s summer
workshop, had a recent collection
of poems, Patient, published by
Black Lawrence Press. Judd is
currently a visiting professor of
gender, sexuality, and women’s
studies at the College of William
and Mary.
Jennifer Johnson, IRT ’03,
assistant professor of history at
Brown University, had her first
book, The Battle for Algeria:
Sovereignty, Health Care, and
Humanitarianism, published by
the University of Pennsylvania
Press.

Chera Reid, IRT ’00, was promoted to director of
Strategic Learning, Research and Evaluation and is overseeing a new program area at the Kresge Foundation.

Í

An IRT recruitment information session at Yale was
hosted this past fall by graduate students (pictured
above) Gavriel Cupita-Zorn, IRT ’12; Brandi
Waters, IRT ’11; Alexia Williams, IRT ’12; Aleshia
Barajas, IRT ’13; and (kneeling) Courtney Sato,
IRT ’12, and Tyler Rogers, IRT ’11.

Cortney VanHook, IRT ’12, obtained a master’s
degree in public health from Mercer University. VanHook is
beginning his second master’s degree program in mental
health counseling at Mercer University this spring.
Alejandro Velasco, IRT ’99, was awarded tenure at
New York University.

Amber Wiley, IRT ’02, received an honorable
recognition as a 2016 Emerging Scholar from Diverse
Issues of Higher Education. This award recognizes her
contributions as a scholar, activist, and educator and
her transformational impact in U.S. higher education.
Please send news items to jbonasera@andover.edu.
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2015 SUMMER WORKSHOP REFLECTIONS

Students, including Ivan Lamas-Sanchez, IRT ’15 (left),
head to the annual IRT recruiters’ fair.

“Thanks to Recruiters’ Weekend,
I was able to build and establish
connections with various
individuals from different
universities who were more
than willing to assist me in the
application process… Once
again, I would like to personally
thank you and the IRT staff
for all of your hard work and
dedication to the success of IRT
interns and associates.”
—Ivan Lamas-Sanchez, IRT ’15
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IVAN LAMAS-SANCHEZ, IRT ’15

KEVIN PAJARO, IRT ’15

Ivan holds a BA degree from the University
of California-Santa Barbara in sociology and
anthropology, with an emphasis in cultural
anthropology. He plans to pursue a master’s
degree in higher education to strengthen
his skills, experience, and knowledge to
ultimately support students with services,
information, and guidance in a postsecondary institution.

Kevin earned a BA degree in communication
studies from the University of Rhode Island
in May 2015. He plans to pursue a master’s
degree in higher education with a focus on
student affairs administration. As a future
practitioner, he hopes to guide students
toward educational and professional success.

“The IRT Statement of Purpose Fall Counsel
Session served as one of the many highlights of
my participation in the IRT Associate Program.
Not only did Leislie Godo-Solo, my advisor, provide
individualized and personalized support on my
statement of purpose, writing sample, and resume,
but she also took the time to get to know me
personally. During each of our four sessions, Leislie
and I discussed each document by reading it out
loud, editing for cohesiveness, and developing
content—while also catching up on daily life.
“In addition, even though I decided to change my
statement of purpose after the final draft was
approved, Leislie was flexible and understanding. ‘I
am here to help you,’ she said. ‘That is my job.’ The
willingness of my advisor to continually assist me
even after I changed my draft made me realize that
the IRT and its staff are dedicated to my academic
success and pursuit of a graduate education. The
advising process reaffirmed my support for the IRT
and my passion for education because it not only
challenged me to think critically and reflect on
the reasons I am pursuing graduate study, but it
also challenged me to expand my comfort zone by
researching and considering schools in areas of the
country I had never thought about applying to. I am
thankful for the opportunity to have been mentored
and guided by an advisor and individuals such as
Janelle Bonasera, Asabe Poloma, Lisa Michel, and
Kathryn Slater, among others who are dedicated to
my success and pursuit of higher education.”

“I walked into the honors program office at the
University of Rhode Island to get assistance with
my honors project that was to be presented soon.
Knowing my interests in pursuing graduate study, I
was pulled aside by Kathleen Maher, the URI honors
program assistant director, and she told me about
a program called the Institute for Recruitment
of Teachers (IRT) she had heard about while at
a conference. I left the building with a pamphlet
that would eventually open the door to the most
transformative experience of my entire life.
“My participation in the IRT Summer Workshop
Intern Program was filled with both humility and
appreciation. The graduate-level seminars I attended
alongside my cohort put me at the forefront of
important scholarship that changed the way I thought
about the world. More importantly, I was part of a
community that propelled me to grow both as a future
scholar and as an individual. Coupled with this were
the incredible relationships I fostered with the IRT
faculty members. In every seminar, they encouraged
my peers and I to be unapologetic in articulating our
thoughts and ideas. They taught us the importance
of dealing with our intellectual discomfort so that
we could be better educators because of it. Their
mentorship, unparalleled support, and undying
dedication fortified the belief that pursuing graduate
school was indeed a possibility.
“When I tell my friends, family members, and
mentors that I am applying to graduate school, they
are quick to congratulate me. They praise me for
working hard and doing everything on what seems
like my own. However, I proudly tell them that my
tenacity to pursue this rigorous and long process
is a result of my experience and involvement with
the IRT. The summer intern program was more than
an intellectual journey where I learned to confront
and grapple with difficult, cutting-edge theory. It
is, and continues to be, a community that validates
my capacity to thrive and have an impact on the
landscape of higher education.”

Jamie Kaplowitz (foreground), the Addison Gallery of American Art’s
manager of curriculum initiatives, led a gallery tour in July for IRT
summer workshop students and faculty. She engaged IRT students
in discussions about the themes and elements of various works,
connections that can be made from the themes, and how these
ideas might apply in the classroom.

SCOTT UNDERRINER, IRT ’15

Scott earned a BS degree in physics (astrophysics) from Brown University in spring 2015.
He plans to pursue his MAT degree in physics and launch a career as a high school teacher.
Scott hopes to engage students in his love of physics and to further examine the sciences.
“‘What would you be doing if you hadn’t done IRT?’
It was an honest question. ‘I don’t know,’ I said. My
answer was a reflection of how important the IRT
Summer Workshop Intern Program was to me. As
clichéd as that might sound, my time with the IRT
genuinely changed my life.

test us or to weed us out. They pushed us because
they genuinely cared and always will care, because
they believed in the importance of not only our own
future as diverse educators, but also as educators
who are trained to be the best possible hope for the
students to come.

“When I arrived in Andover, I was prepared to
learn. What I was not prepared for (because it is
likely impossible to be prepared for) was the IRT
learning process. Between the readings, essays,
seminars, lesson plans, and more, every student
was pushed to their limit. There is photographic
evidence of that—almost the entire cohort was
captured on camera having fallen asleep in one
public place or another. For all of the exhaustion
and work, every hand that was pushing us to be
better was connected to a loving heart that believed
not only that we could be better, but also that we
had to be better for the people who need us. The
unparalleled IRT staff pushed us to the limit not to

“I learned far more in less than a month than I
would have thought possible. I made lifelong friends
of brilliant peers, and I feel I have become a part
of something grander than myself. My IRT summer
experience continues to push me—not just for
myself, but also for the students who will one day
need someone to push them with love too.”

Allison Villegas Roman and Scott Underriner, both IRT ’15,
offer their perspectives at a summer workshop seminar.

“I’m so grateful to my IRT student experience for raising
my ambition way above and beyond what I could see.
Fifteen years later, I still turn to my IRT network for
support and inspiration all the time. It’s powerful.
What a blessing.”
—Chera Reid, IRT ’00

HEALTHY BODIES, HEALTHY MINDS
A Day Focused on Wellness
IRT summer workshop interns and
faculty participated in a daylong
wellness workshop designed to impart
lifelong skills for coping effectively
with stress and developing practices of
mindfulness, resiliency, and wellness.
The day opened with an inspiring
keynote address by renowned
multicultural psychologist Dr. Olivia
Moorehead-Slaughter, which was
followed by a lively workshop led by
IRT Curriculum Coordinator
Dr. Reginald Wilburn and IRT Executive
Director Asabe Poloma.
Later that afternoon, the group
gathered for educational, fun, and
yes, vigorous, outdoor vinyasa yoga.
Yoga teacher and wellness educator
Malissa Brennan (foreground) also led
participants in meditation.
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of the College Language Association

AprilCONVENTION
6-9, 2016 Houston, Texas
THE IRT AT THE CLA
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

Dialogues between Africa
and the African Diaspora
in Languages, Literatures, and Films

Paper, panel, roundtable, workshop include (but are not limited to) the following sub-themes:

π Representations of Africa and African Diaspora in Africa and
π African Diaspora in Central America: Linguistic and Identities Challenges
African Diaspora Literatures, Films and Arts
π Palenque de San Basilio: Survival of African Dance, Language,
π Kinship and Memory in Classic and Contemporary African
and Arts in Latin America Today
Literatures
π Pan-African Dialogues during the Movement of Negritude
π African (S)heroes in African and African Diaspora Women
and beyond
Literatures and Films
π African American and Caribbean Writers and Diasporic Connections
π Challenges for a Pan-African Deﬁnition of Feminism in
π (Post)Colonial Connections between Africa and African Diaspora
AfricanReginald
and African
Diaspora
Discourses
π Cultural
Mechanisms
of African
andMcGee
African
Wilburn,
PhD, WomenJessica
Edwards, IRT ’06
Tristan
Striker,
IRT ’08
Michael
Jr.,Diaspora
IRT ’05
Andrea Adomako, IRT ’14
π African
Civil Right Movements, and Diasporic
Resistances
IRT Migrations,
’98, moderator
Identities in Diasporic Literatures, Films, and Textbooks
π Languages and Representations of the Trans-African
π Diasporic Tropes in African American, Caribbean, and Black
Experiences in the Americas
World Literatures and Film
π African Origins in (Post)Colonial Languages
π German Diaspora: Borders and Boundaries in Languages and π Translations and Pan-Africanism
Literatures
of Black
Folks to “encourage nuanced reading
In spring 2016, four IRT alumni will present
address thisπtheme
on a panel
titled “IRT
CLA:
Teaching
the Diaspora
to at
the
Millennial
Student
π The Emergences
and/or
Future
of
Afro-German
Studies
π
The
Works
of
Jesmyn
Ward
(2016
Banquet
Speaker)
practices that ask students and scholars to think
original papers on the first IRT panel at the
Teaching and Dialoguing with the Africanist
π Haitian Diaspora and Representations of Blackness in
π ThewillWorks
of Jericho Brown (2016 Langston Hughes Society
critically about what imagined dialogues take
national
convening
of
the
76th
annual
College
Text.”
Their
work
interrogate
various
Dominican Republic
Luncheon Speaker)

A Showcase of Innovative Scholarship and Transformational Pedagogies

place within the elisions of double consciousness
Language Association Convention, which will
Africanist texts with an understanding that “the
and to understand that the merging of two selves
be held April 6–9 in Houston. Conceived and
meanings of these literary and cultural works
comes at a price.” Adomako, a first-year graduate
moderated by Reginald Wilburn, PhD, IRT ’98,
can only be taught effectively to millennial
Dr. Donna
Akibaprofessor
Sullivan and
Harper
(ENGLISH LANGUAGE AREA REPRESENTATIVE)
(For Allied Organizations listed below and CLA Standing Committees ONLY)
student at Purdue University, rounds out the
associate
longtime
IRT faculty and
students once
transformative educators have
Englishrep@clascholars.org
Dr. Clément Akassi (PROGRAM CHAIR)
panel. Her work seeks to examine “how postcurriculum coordinator, the panel is designed to
responsibly dialogued
with them relative to an
Vicepresident@clascholars.org
Dr. Margaret Morris (FOREIGN LANGUAGES REPRESENTATIVE)
institutionalize
and
showcase
the
innovative
work
‘entrepreneurial
spirit
of
discovery.’”
independent Ghana taught and continues to teach
Foreignrep@clascholars.org
of entrepreneurial scholars from multiple levels in Edwards, an assistant professor of rhetoric and
children about themselves and their positionality
through literature.”
the IRT pipeline.
composition
at the University
of Delaware,
HYATT REGENCY HOUSTON
| 1200 Louisiana
Street, Houston,
TX 77002 | 1 will
(713) 654-1234
Single“arguing
$149.00 |for
Double
| Quadruple $199.00
CLA Convention room
rates: (THROUGH
The $179.00
panel promises
to promote the intellectual
“The time is right to broadcast the transformative
examine
AudreMARCH
Lorde7, 2016)
toward
the$149.00 | Triple
Online
Reservations:
www.houstonregency.hyatt.com
|
Phone:
1
(888)
421-1442
toll
free
or
1
(402)
592-6464
diversity of IRT alumni’s varied research interests
work we do as researchers and scholars,”
framing of writing assignments and professional
TEXAS
SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY using
in collaboration
withrace
PRAIRIE
VIEW A&M
UNIVERSITY
OF HOUSTON-DOWNTOWN
their impact
in charting innovative pathways
Wilburn explains. “It is also important to
create
a
discussions
critical
theory
as UNIVERSITY
a lens in and theand
for rediscovering the joys and challenges of
professionalizing opportunity where multiple IRT
professional writing courses.” Striker, a visiting
ALLIED ORGANIZATIONS
MEMBERSHIP
FEES will
CONVENTION
FEESdialoguing with literature
COLLEGE
LANGUAGE
ASSOCIATION
reading,
teaching, and
scholars
in literary
studies can come together,
assistant professor at Wesleyan
University,
(January
1st
December
31st)
(includes
banquet)
www.clascholars.org
The Langston Hughes Society
power of words.
network, and elevate their scholarly profiles
examine Thomas Gray’sIndividual
Confessions
of Nat Turner and the
$80
PRE-REGISTRATION
$140 Wilburn hopes an IRT
The Middle Atlantic Writers Association
The College Language Association, founded in 1937 by a
Student
$55
Students/Retirees
$125
panel
will
become
an
annual presence at the
through their cutting-edge scholarship.”
and
“with
the
principle
of
dialoguing
with
the
The Zora Neale Hurston Society
group of Black scholars and educators, is an organization
Life
$500
ON-SITE
REGISTRATION
$160
The Richard Wright Circle
Convention in
text, a central tenet of IRT pedagogy, demonstrate College Language Association
of college teachers
of English andtheme
foreign languages,
The conference
is “Dialogues between
Retiree $55
Students/Retirees
$145
The
Charles
W.
Chesnutt
Association
which serves the academic, scholarly, and professional
the
future
and
is
excited
about
the prospect of
how
African
American
literature
dialogues
with
Institutional $200
andandAfrican
Diaspora
in Languages,
The Alice Childress Society
interests ofAfrica
its members
the collegiate
communities
‘American’ literary canon
vice versa.” OR mail all alumni
The Georgiana
Society
Pay onlineand
at www.clascholars.org
fees to: in other disciplines taking the initiative to
Literatures,
and
Films.”hasJessica
IRT ’06;Simpsonthe
they represent.
Since 1957 the
Association
published Edwards,
South
Atlantic
Modern
Language
Association
Dr.
Yakini
Kemp,
Treasurer,
P.O.
BOX
38515,
Tallahassee,
FLthis
32315model of institutionalizing the IRT’s
replicate
McGee
is
a
doctoral
candidate
at
UC-Berkeley.
the CLA Journal,
a quarterly
publication
featuring
Tristan
Striker,
IRT ’08;
Michael McGee Jr.,
850-599-3737;
Email:
yakini.kemp@famu.edu
scholarly research and reviews of books in the areas of
impact at other diverse national conferences.
He proposes a reading of W.E.B. DuBois’s Souls
IRT ’05;linguistics,
and Andrea
Adomako, IRT ’14, will
MEMBERSHIP DUES SHOULD BE PAID BY FEBRUARY 1, 2016 FOR PARTICIPANTS’ NAMES TO APPEAR ON THE PROGRAM.
language, literature,
and pedagogy.

Send Individual and Panel Proposals to:

Convention Location
Host Institutions
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2016 Banquet Speaker

Send Special Session Proposals to:

Deadline September 15, 2015

2016 Langston Hughes Society
Luncheon Speaker

You can contact Dr. Wilburn at reginald.wilburn@unh.edu.
JESYMN WARD, author of Men We Reap, Salvage the
Bones, and Where the Line Bleeds
JERICHO BROWN, author of The New Testament and Please

REFER A STUDENT

IRT RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS & ONLINE

Online applications are now available.

CAMPUS VISITS

WEBINARS

In 2016, IRT staff will be traveling to
nearly 50 schools across the country to
host information sessions and interview
prospective applicants.

We had a record turnout for our fall
informational webinars, and we hope
for even higher numbers in spring 2016.

Applicants must meet the following criteria.
• Be juniors, seniors, or graduates of accredited
colleges or universities
• Major in the humanities, social sciences,
mathematics, or education
• Have an undergraduate GPA of 3.0—or of 3.5 if
currently or previously enrolled in a master’s program
• Be seriously considering a teaching, counseling, or
administrative career at the K–12 or university level
Completed applications are due April 1, 2016.
An in-person or Skype interview is required. For
additional information or requirements, please visit
irt.andover.edu or contact IRT Recruitment and
Admission Programs Specialist Kate Slater at
978‑749-4119 or kslater@andover.edu.

January 21: Wheelock College
February 1: Stanford University
February 2: Dillard University
February 3: Southern University
February 3: University of California-Davis
February 10: University of New Hampshire
February 17: Williams College

January 27: Noon–1 p.m. EST (Wednesday)
January 28: 6–7 p.m. EST (Thursday)
March 2: 6–7 p.m. EST (Wednesday)
March 3: Noon–1 p.m. EST (Thursday)
For updates, application information,
and deadlines as well as additional
webinar dates, please visit
irt.andover.edu/application and fill
out our Student Inquiry Form.

February 25: Spelman College
March 1: Dartmouth College

“Thank you so much for the
immense amount of time and
energy you put into each of us.
We are incredibly lucky for this
level of help and support, and
the fact that you and the rest of
the IRT staff are committed at
this level to our aspirations is
overwhelmingly inspiring. I’m
deeply grateful.”
—Claudia Yau, IRT ’15

March 2: Smith College
March 3: University of Massachusetts-Amherst

For the latest information, visit irt.andover.edu.
Thank you for sharing this information with prospective students!
Stay Connected with the IRT!
Announce good news. Share memories. Post opportunities.
Please join these official IRT alumni social media groups.
Twitter: @IRTAndover LinkedIn: IRT Andover Facebook: IRT Andover
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OUR GENEROUS DONORS
Please Support this
Extraordinary Program
Your generosity will help increase
the diversity of teachers, school
counselors and administrators, and
professors—all vital role models—
to better reflect the diversity of
today’s students.
Make your gift today at
irt.andover.edu/donate.

THANK YOU!
To read more about our strategic
plan or how you can partner with
the IRT, please visit irt.andover.edu.

Institute for Recruitment of Teachers
Phillips Academy
180 Main Street
Andover, Mass. 01810-4161
978-749-4116
irt@andover.edu
irt.andover.edu

Donald B. & Elizabeth B. Abbott
Asna Afzal, PA ’99
Jorge S. & Yasmine B. Allen
Fernando R. Alonso
Bret D. Asbury, PA ’96
Allegra B. Asplundh-Smith, PA ’04 &
Evan B. McGarvey, PA ’03
Christopher S. Auguste, PA ’76, P’09, ’12
Sharyn Bahn
John B. Bassett, PA ’67
Kristine C. Bay, PA ’81
Taylor S. Bodman, PA ’79
Carroll R. Bogert, PA ’79
Marcos E. Caro, PA ’80
Andrew M. Chin, PA ’00 &
Emily D. Griset, PA ’00
Shawn A. Christian
Alexandra M. Cornelius, IRT ’91
Louise Kennedy Corrigan, PA ’76
Jennifer H. Cray, PA ’83, P’18
Esther Morgo Diskin, PA ’84
Erick Espin, PA ’97
Patrick J. & Karen J. Farrell, P’08
Corinne T. Field, PA ’83, P’15
Tyrone A. Forman, PA ’88
Kimberly Doggett Formisano, PA ’86, P’17
Lisa M. Foster, PA ’84, P’12
Stephen H. Frank PA ’81 &
Jane Reny Frank, P’09
David L. Garrison &
Suzanne Kelly-Garrison

John W. Gillespie Jr., PA ’71
Vikas Goela, PA ’01
James F. Grillo, PA ’66
Andrew J. Guff Jr., PA ’79
Henry H. Hammond, PA ’54
Romell Haynes, IRT ’96 &
Ernest F. Johnson III
Julia Lloyd Johannsen, PA ’96 &
Peter Johannsen
Alan C. Johnston, PA ’64
Tiffany D. Joseph, PA ’00
David W. Kaiser, PA ’87
Roger E. Kass, PA ’79
Victoria Kataoka, PA ’93
Brooks J. Klimley, PA ’75
Michael J. Koehler, PA ’94
Thomas P. Lockerby &
Kathleen J. McCrickerd
Benjamin I. Lumpkin, PA ’91
Melissa G. Lyons
Martha Phipps Maguire, PA ’78
Liana Margolese
Anne Marino
John A. Mayer Jr., PA ’58
Cecilia I. Mendez, PA ’90
Christopher L. Moore, PA ’66, P’95, ’99
Jane Biondi Munna, PA ’96
F. Alarik Myrin III, PA ’88
John G. Palfrey &
Catherine A. Carter

Ashley Pettus
Asabe W. Poloma & Kalu Ukoh
Elizabeth Parker Powell, AA ’56, P’84, ’90
Chera D. Reid, IRT ’00 & Brian D. Tutt
Duncan E. Robinson, PA ’84
Richard J. Shin, PA ’90
Thomas R. Sommerfield, PA ’73
Mark W. Stevens, PA ’69
John R. Swansburg Jr., PA ’96 &
Harriet P. Menocal, PA ’98
Sylvia L. Thayer, AA ’54 & Philip Zaeder,
P’79, ’83, GP’17, ’18
Jamila Thomas, IRT ’05
Christopher C. Thompson, PA ’83
Carolyn Luther Trabuco, PA ’87
Gabriela Poma Traynor, PA ’88
LaTasha Tucker, IRT ’02
Alejandro Velasco, IRT ’99
Bruce S. Wilson, PA ’77, P’12
Hella F. Winston, PA ’86
Adam K. Wise, PA ’83
Jonathan K. Wonnell, PA ’77
Stefanie Scheer Young, PA ’81 &
Andrew W. Young, PA ’81, P’11, ’14
Robert H. Young, PA ’38
Marcy Kerr Yuknat, PA ’90
Gonzalo S. Zeballos, IRT ’92 &
Lisa M. Duffy-Zeballos
Stephen Zrike, IRT ’01

*Donor list reflects gifts received from July 1, 2014, through June 30, 2015.
PA = Phillips Academy P = Phillips Academy Parent GP = Phillips Academy Grandparent
AA = Abbot Academy

Please visit irt.andover.edu/donate to make your gift. For further
information, contact Sharyn Bahn at 978-749-4523 or sbahn@andover.edu.

